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About This Game

Psychocat: The Answer is an evil arcade game about the life of a cat named "Zag", who desperately seeks an answer. The
purpose is to survive for 180 seconds in a Psychedelic tunnel by dodging the obstacles. The primary gameplay is that sometimes

Zag will go through colored walls that will reverse your controls. With this unique and evil mechanic;

"it won’t be your reflexes that let you down, it’ll be your concentration – as control reversals mean you’ll constantly have to keep
track of what’s up and what’s down (and left and right).

You control a Zag as he hurtles down multi-colored, gyrating tunnels packed with obstacles and (worst of all) zones that reverse
your controls. The obstacles aren’t that hard to avoid themselves, but the zones that reverse your controls really mess with your
mind. You can have the best timing in the world, but if you’re pressing the wrong button, you’re going to be one flat cat. Zag
does change color to give you some indication of which controls are reversed, but with so much happening on-screen, that

doesn’t make things much easier!" -Alphabetagamer

Features:

- The most evil game you will ever play
- 2 tutorials

- 1 survival mode
- 1 epic Answer
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Chewa
Publisher:
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This is an evil game.. The first thing that came to my mind while playing this game was Heroin Hero from Southpark. No matter
now long you try, you'll never catch the dragon. But the trying is worth it.

The mechanics are simple but the game is very hard to master. Do not get this game if you get easily annoyed as the game seems
unfair at times.

This is the sort of game that you can start whenever you have some spare time to kill but beware it could easily turn into a "one
more try" game. You are not going to want to turn off the game and the game won't let you.

Will you find the answer?. psychocat, i brought this game while i was baked. its meh made me have a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing weird trip.. I can't leave without the answer. Literally.. I'm yet to find the answer, but I'm well on
my way to get it!

What I can say so far is that it's a trippy fast-paced evil game that works by messing with your mind in a very bendy way. Travel
through a tunnel for 3 minutes. It is said that "the answer" is at the end of the tunnel of inverted controls, so just giddy up and
try to find the "answer", whatever it may be.... This game messes with your head and logic itslef... Definately fun to play :). You
play this game as a cat who goes through a tunnel to find the answer. The tunnels rotate left and right. I haven't found the answer
yet. It is a challenging videogame, and a true test to your hand, and eye coordination. If you've aced this test you're a super man.
10 out 10.

The option to quit doesn't exist until you find the answer.. Awesome concept.
It's very hard and frustrating but at the same time it's a really fun game.
It's entirely worth the 0.99 \u20ac.
There are anyways some bugs that need to be updated like glitching through some objects that should have killed you.
I didn't found the answer yet and I really hope this game doesn't start to swap the up\/down controls with the left\/right controls
at some point.

In total 9\/10
If this game gets an update 10\/10. Fun and trippy. Not a fan of the exit option, but it adds some artsy-ness to it.

fun if you want a challenging game that isn't too hard to pick up, but imho hard to master.. Played this game for 27 minutes and
already with medicine in mouth.

10\\10 game of year
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Trippy, fun and mad game for a good price.. I gave this game to a friend without knowing he had epilepsy.
I was charged with attempted murder.
10\/10
. Okay the concept is interesting and the gameplay is nice, but here's the problem. It is SUPER hard, and it WILL NOT let you
quit the game until you "find the answer", which i assume requires you to last a certain amount of time in this rainbow hell.
Thing is, if you aren't all that good at it, not only is it frustrating, but the constantly changing rainbow lights may start to give you
a headache. They may make you start to feel sick. And if you try to quit it asks you if youve found the answer. If you haven't it
won't let you stop. It won't let you lie either. I had to go to the task manager and force shut the thing down just to make the
headaches stop. Do not play this game if you are not good at it. If you are not good at it it will not let you go until you are. And
the flashing lights, they never, never stop.
 Now if you could quit when you wanted to instead of being forced to watch nonstop flashing lights until you 'find the answer',
maybe my review would be different. But as it is, no. I cannot recommend this game. This game gave me a migraine and made
me feel sick, then refused to let me take a break when I needed to get away from the lights. This game is mean and
inconsiderate and might even be actually dangerous to photosensitive people. Like I dont even have a problem with a few
flashing lights and it had me about to throw up, I can't imagine how much worse it would be for someone who's sensitive to that
kind of thing.
 So if you're thinking about it, don't. Just. Don't.. This game is evil. I love it. It reminds me of when I was a child, took a load of
LSD, thought I was a cat, started running up to random people to hug and lick them.

Rating: 12\/10, would do again

ProTip: Nothing helps, but if you're willing, try some acid while playing the game.

"At first, it was just curiosity to see if I could find the answer. Now I HAVE to find the answer!". It's a lot like Super Hexagon,
but with up and down and the controls are constantly being inverted. If you hit an obstacle the timer and music and everything
starts again, which is annoying because there seems to be only one music track. If I remember rightly Super Hexagon had more,
not just for the different difficulties but every couple of times you hit an obstacle the song would switch between one of a
couple of tracks which made it feel a bit less repetive. It's a lot less sleek than Super Hexagon and to be honest I only managed
to play twenty minutes of this compared with several hours of that, partially because the music is purposefully awful, but there's
only one track of it, partially because the control switching is irritating. Super Hexagon was stylish and insanely difficult, this
just seems designed to annoy.

I paid about seventy pence for this, that's about as much as a can of coke. Honestly I'm not sure there's enough here to justify it
even costing that.. This game is perfect for when you.
1. want to waste time.
2. want to creep out friends.
3. are high as balls.
4. really want to know the anwser.. The feel of your eyeballs falling out & temporary hallucination for 99 cents. I like it.

Won't let me rage quit either :^). This game will give you a headache and existential crisis. That, unfortunately, is the answer..
Decently fun and reasonably challenging, but the fact you can't leave until you finish the game is way too annoying.
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